Sunday January 28th 2018
The Word of God
A Survey of the Bible – Part 6D
‘Your Descendants After You’
Study Questions

1). What period of time is foreshadowed at the end of the Book of Genesis?

a). Let’s look at the types and the antitype for this –
TYPE

ANTITYPE

Joseph

Egypt

Jacob’s
Family

Joseph
Ruling
over Egypt
Jacob’s
family
preeminent
in Egypt
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b). What are the 2 relationships that every eternally saved person must
have with God if that person is to rule in the Millennial Kingdom?

c). What types for the Wife of Jehovah do we see in the OT scriptures?

d). What types for the Wife of Christ do we see in the OT scriptures?

2). Read Exodus 6:6-8 – Based on these verses, what, very simply, is the Book
of Exodus about?

a). Based on the last answer, what is the Book of Exodus also about?

b). Which NT Book is a companion Book to Exodus and what is the
stated subject of this NT Book?

c). Given the stated subject of this NT Book and given it is a companion
Book to Exodus what do you think this tells us about the content of Exodus?
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d). How is Christ revealed to us in Exodus?

3). Read Exodus 1:22 and Matthew 2:16 – What is happening in these verses
and why is it happening?

a). Which 2 sets of OT scripture did we look at that will readily explain
the actions we have just looked at in Exodus and Matthew?

4). In what ways do the events of Moses’ birth parallel the events of Christ’s
birth?

5). Read Acts 7:22-25 – Which verses in Exodus do these verses provide
commentary on and what do we learn in Acts about Moses that we don’t find
in Exodus?

a). Some Types and antitypes –
TYPE

ANTITYPE

Moses goes
to his
brethren
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Pharaoh
seeks to kill
Moses

Moses goes
to Midian

Moses
marries
Zipporah

Moses
returns to
Egypt

b). How did the Children of Israel react to Moses when he first went to
them and which scripture did we look at?

c). How did the Children of Israel react to Christ when He first went to
them and which scriptures did we look at?

6). Is Exodus a book of history or a book of prophecy?

a). How much of it foreshadows a time that still remains yet future?
Any final thoughts?
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